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By product pricing examples
November 5, 2020 (All Time East-All-Initial Hours Estimate) 12:00 am Your Truth, Johnny Dollar 6/11/195601:30 AM 29/201202:00 Neil comes to visit the Aldrich family's Chachi Harriet 9/20/194002:30 AM Lupati McGay &amp; Molly's husband-and wife, David Walley, started his radio career in Marian on a condition from the brother of
Team Jim. Jordan O'Henry was heard as twins and Air Scouts, born to The Samakkot by Don Dewband in 1931. Deoband improved as the show in 1935 as The Late Mac Guy and Molly when Johnson signed in as a mom-spencer. 03:00 M 2000 Plus Rocket 10/10/195103:30 AM X Mines Skull &amp; From March 9/8/195504:00 AM from
my own killer inspection 5/24/194504:30 AM from the big town double murder 10/12/194805:00 am-I 11/2 4/195305:30 am Frontier Sharif From Indian Boyfriend 9/21/195806:00 M Screen Director's Playhouse Rope 4/28/1 As a set summer alternative to the sand of 95006:30, 1942 continues this autumn on cbs line 30 September 1962.
The past radio's spectacular theater is recognized as one of the best dramatic series in broadcasting history. 07:00 AM Bob Hope Guest: Burt from Lancaster 4/28/195007:30 AM Jack Benny Program Guests: Fletcher Guess &amp; Jack Warner from 2/20/194908:00 AM Doctor. 11/7/1937 12/20/193809:00 ﺳ اﯾﮏ ﺷﯿﮏ ﻣﯿﮟ ﻋﯿﺴﺎﺋﯽ آﭘﺮﯾﺸﻦ
Am ﺟﺐ ﮐ رﯾﮉﯾﻮ
 ﺳ ﻣﺂرﻟﻮوا5/24/195910:00  ﺟﺎﻧﯽ ڈاﻟﺮ ﮐﯽ ﻣﻮت ﮐﺎ ﻣﻌﺎﻣﻠ,  ﻣﯿﮟ آپ واﻗﻌﯽ1/14/195109:30 ﺳ ﺑﺎ ﺮ اﯾﮏ ﭘﺮد ﮐﺎل
 ﺳﯿﻨﭧ ﺳﺎﺋﻤﻦ ﺳ ﺷﺎدی ﺷﺪ ﻮ ﺟﺎﺗﺎWas11:----10/10/195210:30 00 11/5/195011:30  اﯾﻢAM  ﻟﻢ اورAbner  ﺑﺠ ﺗﮏ اﯾﻤﺎﻧﺪار ﯿﺮﻟﮉ اﻧﮑﺎﻧﻮ ﻣﺌﯿﺮ ﮐﺎ اﻧﺘﺨﺎب ﮐﯿﺎ ﮔﯿﺎ ﺗﮭﺎ ﺟﺐ9/7/194212:00 ﻣﻮوزی ﮐﯽ ﺳﻔﺮی اﯾﺠﻨﺴﯽ ﺳ
 رﯾﮉﯾﻮ ﮐﯽ ﻃﺮف ﺳ ﻣﯿﺰﺑﺎن رﯾﮉﯾﻮ اﺳﭙﺮٹ ' ﻗﻮﻣﯽ ﺳﯿﻨﺪاﮐﺎﭨﯿﺪ رﯾﮉﯾﻮ ﭘﺮوﮔﺮام ﭘﺮاﻧ وﻗﺖ رﯾﮉﯾﻮ ﻣﺎ ﺮ ﮔﺮﯾﮓBell01:00 11/13/914701:30  ﺑﺠ ﮔﮭﮍی اﯾﮉی ﺳPM 3/30/194703:00  ﻣﺎﺿﯽ ﻣﯿﮟ ﯾﺎ اس ﺳ ﭘ ﻠ12/29/1946  ﺑﺠ ﺳ ﻠﮑ ﻧﯿﻨﺪ ﮐﯽ ﮔﮭﮍی ﺳ3/30/194302:00  ر ﺴﯽ ﻣﺮدPM 3/17/195403:30  ﺟﺮاﺋﻢ ﮐﻼﺳﯿﮑﯽ ﭘﺮاﻧ ﺳﺎاﭨﻮراس ﺳPM ر ﺴﯽ ﭼﮑﻦ ﻓﯿﮉ ﺳ
9/8/194904:00 PM 9/12/194304:30  ﻋﻈﯿﻢ ﺳ ﻣﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺟﻨﮕﯽ ﺑﺎﻧﮉ ڈراﺋﯿﻮ ﺳPM  ﻤﺎری ﻣﺲ ﺑﺮوﮐﺲTex 3/11/195105:00  اﮔﺎﻧﮑﯿﻨﻤﯽ ﺳg.i. 1/24/194807:00 12/5/195806:00  ﺳ اس ﺟﻮڑ ﮐ اﮔﻠ درواز ﺧﺎﻧﺪان ﭘﻮرﭨﺮﯾﭧ ﺳ ﻟ ﻟﯿﺎ4/18/194605:30  ﺑﺠ ڈﯾﻨﺲ دن ﺷﻮ ﺑﮭﯿﮏ ﮔﯿﻨﺪ ﺳpm Taken by The Black Angel from 1/24/194807:00 pm Police
Headquarters William Spinner died from Roy Rogers and Frank Sinatra 10/20/19408:30 PM Bob Hope Was Born in England in 1903 and American four years later. After his early career in the Vaodivalandand and The Music Reves, hope became his radio debut on The Fleschmann an hour of Rady Willy in 1933 and joined the revi in 1935
to join James. Thanks to this great broadcast of the memory central idea in the big broadcast, the theme song of 1938, hope nbc's star radio show started back on September 27, 1938.09:00 pm Since the Roy Rogers Show Countrafiators, The Countess Hamilton Israar Part 1 to 5/18/1935 Hamilton Star Part 2 to 11/9/1 95109:30 pm The
stories of this Texas Rangers were revived from 7/29/1950 or 9/9/1950 from Boomerang 7/6/19521:3 The story begins at 11/28/1953 from 11/28/1953 Cyrus XM Radaoclassics Ax channel 5/20/193810:00 offers me a great program. Born in an Irish family in the Bronx, Gwen Patrick Eugene McConolty was first known for her period voice,
Dennis Day, an alternative singer on Jack Benny's radio show October 8, 1939. Benny and Day friends and colleagues will be the rest of their lives. One day in the life of Dennis aired on NBC from 1946-1951, Day also appeared on regular show songs, saying jokes, and performing the images. This comedy-drama was first aired in the
1930s and was later restored in 1957 with his characters from Ethel &amp; Albert in Lunch and Alan Bunce. Pat Lynch wrote every episode of this 15-minute CBS series from 1957-1960. On June 17, 1942, as a retaining summer alternative, the resident returned this autumn and released on CBS Line on September 30, 1962. The Roman
Radio's Remaining Theater is recognized as one of the best dramatic series in broadcasting history. This human-rights series first ran on NBC in 1939, then was re-released on the inter-mediary in 1945. Oboler was a great fan, the radio literature that specialized in Stellazad was often political and anti-Nazi. He gave free reign to direct his
audience to his radio space, writing scripts for light, writing his own shows, producing, and radio theater. It was a police station in 1932. It usually features quarter-hour stories based on real crime. Bob Hope was born in England in 1903 and after that the Americans migrated for four years. After his early career in the Vaodivalandand and
The Music Reves, hope became his radio debut on The Fleschmann an hour of Rady Willy in 1933 and joined the revi in 1935 to join James. After the memory of 1938 thanks to THEMe song in NBC's big broadcast, hope that the radio as the star of The Pepsodant began back September 27, 1938. The stories of Roy Rogers Texas
Rangers were broadcast on NBC from July 8 1950 through September 14, 1952 and Restored on television. Western movie star Yul McCrea presented Ranger Jace Pearson in NBC's stories of the Texas Rangers. The biggest adult west of the radio told the story of Matt Delon, the American Marshal, the first person he sees and the last
he wants to accomplish. Gun Smoke moved out of an application for Philip Marlova in the Old West from CBS founder William Paley, and was set up with William Delon as the lead in the prominently realistic stories of the Gommora area, the West. There's a police drama. Broadway is my defeat debate on CBS on February 1949, and
continues through August 1, 1954. Anthony Ross took on the role as the co-star during the first two seasons, with Thor taking over the role on July 3, 1950. Bloody Spy has bombarded the tri-branch to defeat for five years in one of Broadway's last great spy series. Whistler Airways set its way to the beginning of the West Coast Radio For
the next decade on May 16, 1942 and its Air 13-Note them. I'm Whistler and I know a lot of things, because I walk at night. I know many strange stories hidden in the hearts of men and women who have stepped into the shadows. Yes, I know that they make non-existent ones they don't talk to. For nearly two decades under The Bad
Sports News of Bill, from December 1937 to June 5, 1956, he began his career in the hard-core, and for many years, he worked for the network's assistant stage manager of the famous Roxy Theatre and Radio City Music Hall in 1934. Especially the stories of the dark and tragic land of the writing and editing of the Wild Frontier. The
battle saga of the men who rode the dramatic story of the Ram and Lee Safarjal, the captain of the horse-wielding army. In January 1956, Raymond Burer starred as Captain Safarjal, who followed orders and a leader who lived with justice and honesty according to his own laws. The biggest radio series, The Adventure Debate, ended on
July 7, 1947, on the CBS Network. News of the escape faced life and death situations every week, such as the classic adventure show from western drama to science fiction. The program was broadcast as a Lord (Non Sponsor) series during its seven-year tenure. The Hero Wolf solves the crimes with a focus on the great Sharlock
Holmes Rawald that detail, though the overweight detective physically like Holmes' fat old brother Mycroft. Rex Stouts' expeditiongargantuan pet first came to the radio on the New England Network starting April 7, 1943. This series moved to the Blue Network on July 5, 1943, by Ibinit Santos-Ortega and later Louis van Routoin. Boston
Black &amp; Sun had Jack Boyle, who served three prison terms, a hard-drinking opium addict. While in prison, Boyle began writing stories about the true crime confessions published in American magazine under his confession number 6006. Boyle's Stories Collected in his 1919 book, Boston Black &amp; Sun, and inspired a popular
series of B-movies, radio series and a 1951 video version. Riley's life highlighted the funny misadventure of the riveter Chester A. Riley. Riley was a dedicated family man with a talent to handle and fly a tilt to get worse. Film star William Bandisa played the title role of Hardalaziz Hardhit throughout the series. Jodi Canova's career started
in a family-based group with her sister and brother. After several years of popular guest-up-and-guest-hosting gigs in the '30s and '40s, Judy Canova's own radio show in 1943. Twelve years ago on the show, he was on CBS and then on NBC. He played an exagated version of himself, a country-based hollywood-based gunvela. The gun
will travel on september 14, 1957 on television and was transferred to the radio on November 23, 1958. The program was a sly, which began on television and moved to radio, featuring an ethical anti-hero whose mysterious source was left unbiased until the fifth and final TV season. The Happy Cassidy has a New Year's Day in the
millions of fans in 1950 when William Boyd brought the famous Bar-20 run to the interactive radio range. In 1950, Clarence Milford's classic shepherd was heard on 152 radio stations, watched on 63 television outlets and was published as a comedy band in 155 newspapers. The Red Skelton show came as a show on NBC's Power
Station WLW on October 7, 1941, the year after. Red Runs Junior with radio audiences as Reid, meaning The Waddali Kid, a character who started in Waddiwalli. Some of his other memorable characters include Deedia, J. Newton Nombuscol, Willet Ganth, Bolivar Shaganasti and Clem Kadelihupper. George and Grakey first visited
England during air on AIR BC, and the NBC executive rejected his act that Grakey's voice is unbreakable for radio. Burning and Alan won a regular spot robert burns The Panatella program on February 22, 1932 and moved to the top spot when the man left the Lombardo series. Burns and Allen aired on May 17, 1950 on radio and on
television through another decade. Jack Benny and George Burns were best friends in real life and were often guests on each other's programs. Jim and Marian Jordan's husband and wife, David Wally, started their radio career in Peoria on a condition by the brother of team Jim. Jordan O'Henry was heard as twins and Air Scouts, born to
The Samakkot by Don Dewband in 1931. Deoband improved as the show in 1935 as The Late Mac Guy and Molly when Johnson signed in as a mom-spencer. The great Austin comedy is one of the biggest shocks of radio players. The Great Lost Austin aired on March 21, 1957, with Lord Waterman taking on the title role for the final
seven radio seasons and three television seasons. For the freedom of the floor For 20 years, Jack Benny reigned as the King of Radio Comedy. His show ran on almost every network from 1932 to the mid-1950s. How he turned a sad, self-contained passion into the rows of a beloved icon among the great achievements in entertainment
history. The Beni Revolution-style comedy was played on the radio by introducing the current comedy and giving the best lines to their supporting cast. Millions of radio listeners visited The Hotel of The Daffy every week, but The Doffy couldn't find himself. Although he called manager Archie every week to have a two-folder, he never left
again. The hotel of The Doffy first opened the doors of radio audiences on the CBS-Sanwy series on July 29, 1940, and then opened for regular business on March 1, 1941. The X-X broadcast on NBC from April 8, 1950 to September 29, 1951 featuring time-in-the-time adventures and space-said tensions in the future. The series of
stories by the Modern Masters of Science Fiction works by Isaac Esmo, Ray Baradaburi, Robert Hanlin, Cliff ford Samak, Theodore Siraj and many others. Radio Spert's national sandacated radio program hosted by old-time radio expert Greg Bell airs out of the popular Phil Harris &amp; Els-Fi show bandagavin series. Phil Harris played
himself, continuing to egotistical, smart-alex features perfected as Jack Bennys' bandleader during his years. Els-Fi, Phil's movie star wife, has made her real life character as a female box dedicated as a movie star turn. X-Maywas was a wafa and dimension x on April 24, 195, a revival of NBC's first science fiction humanbeing series. XNegative ran until January 9, 1958 and was confirmed as part of NBC's inappropriate series during the 1970s. The Dangerous Assignment Wafa on NBC's Aarovas on February 6, 1950 and star brian Donlevy as Steve Mitchell, Globe-Troating Government-Re-Error. The dangerous assignment was later restored as a 1953 sandacated
series Ibnit Abid lid borrall. The Montreal-born Ed Grealen produced his Charlie McCarthy character at Bergen High School. Bergen performed with the Newsboy Demi while attending Northwestern University and eventually left college to visit The Vodiwalli. With the fall of The Great Depression, Bergen moved to night places like New
York's modern indoor living room but his friend would not be praised by the higher society. So he was born Charlie a monocle and a man about the top hat and the city. After three months of guest recognition on The Rodi Willy Show, Ed Gallen was signed as the headliner of bergen back and Sanborn Hour. The series wafa ended May 9,
1937 and the next three seasons as the high-rated series of radio. Rocky Jordan worked in a cafe in cairo, a city full of danger and intrigue, and spent much time solving many of his crimes. The spy show was based on a program called a man named Jordan. The crime drama was first produced by the BBC in 1951, and aired in the US
the following year. Orson Wells told the stories of the mausoleum of the murder, with common objects and the murder behind them. Each episode includes a different American artist, mostly musicians, all working during the period. This statement was often a celebrity too, as Bang Crosby talks about Louis Armstrong and jazz. The crime
class is included in every time the records and newspapers of every land prove that elliot Trodeau Lewis' real crime trials of the Museum's personal library lead. The CBS series ran through June 15, 1953, June 30, 1954. The mysterious traveler was one of the biggest stories of radio, introduced stories of the stars, science fiction and their
writers/producers Robert A. Arthur and David Kogan from the script. The mysterious passenger rode the inter-rails from December 5, 1943 to September 23, 1952. This writing and editing series was broadcast from WJZ in New York from 1946-1947. The opening piece was provided by the strange sound Raymond, who gave his ministry
to work on radio by a New York minister. Other actors included Mercedes McCambridge, Barry Kruimir and Alsperta Eric. The American convoy was a historical dramatic human being and was broadcast from 1935 to 1953. In the beloved nature, this series was created in part to improve the name of spencer dupont chemical, which
received a response from the world of war for much more. The themes of the show were never the wallant, but the imagination. Stories include MPool, The First Telegraph, and Eli Witney's Journey to Cotton Zen. The Nasos, produced by Philips H. Lord, aired on THE NBC Blue Network (later known as ABC) and the multi-broadcast
system from May 1942 to November 1957. Don MacLao-Ghallan played David Harding as the head of a non-spy, a non-real intelligence organization, on behalf of the United States. As in the series made during The Second World War and the Cold War, the plot generally followed real American concerns like the German Gastapo and the
Soviet Union. Carson, who started his career as a legendary actor, got his break in the radio with a 1938 performance at the Craft Music Hall with Bang Crosby. After a few short bit roles in the movies, Carson discussed his radio show on CBS, which took off on June 2, 1943. The host centered around busy Hollywood life, famous friends
and strange relatives-Carson's longtime vocal partner Dave Willlock also played his nephew Togoal. The A.C.A. Is best known for his role as the Harold Peary Show--The Pelaaty McGuy &amp; Molly Show (and later on the Great Guildserleeve), stared in this short live sitcom. After working on NBC for over 10 years, after turning to CBS
for the series, for which he just ran away Weather. However, during the show, then Governor Arle Warren awarded Peary for his 10,000th radio broadcast (Warren later became chief justice of the U.S. Supreme Court) Chester Lawak and Nora's Goff first to fund a radio-lim for flood victims and To make the place a breeze, he went on air

as a feller from the mountains and won a regular spot on KTHS in early April 26, 1931. Tim and Abner will be an NBC summer partner on July 27, 1931, and were broadcast nationally from May 22, 1933 through May 7, 1954. Richard Diamond, private detective, ran through the 1952 Ibnit Dick Paul as the radio's singing detective on the
NBC Network on April 24, 1949. Paul first got the movie Storm as a child-facing crocodile, and later killed my sweet in the 1944 film including The Raymond Seller's Philip Marlova. This series aired on NBC and CBS from 1942 to 1954, originally by Ibnit Ayle cool and Joseph Satin. The title letters were a married couple who somehow
managed to solve crimes that the steam professional police and the tracking. The detective was created by Michael Shaini-Davis-Drisser (write under the name Brett Heliden). David' of Death, featuring Miami-based private detective, was first published in more than 60 novels in 1939. The red-headed adventure played by Wally Mahr,
radio aired for 16 October 1944 and 3 years. Michael Waring was a freelance detective who was also known as the Falcon. Warring's spy techniques were a cross between the Queen and Richard Diamond. He had a specific eye for detail but was often on the outside with the police. This series reported true crime stories around the inlet
in the newspapers. These stories were of brave journalist Nanga Damatazad Retellongs in the name of public service. At the end of each episode, the show awarded $500 to the real reporter whose stories were based on the event. The Big Story was broadcast from April 2, 1947 to March 23, 1955. Gangbusters first came to radio under
the title G-Men starting on July 20, 1935. The long-running series was produced by Philip H and was produced in collaboration with police and federal law enforcement departments across the American Gangbusters, one of the longest-running dramatic series of radio, Running from January 15, 1957 through 1936, and its classic opening
expression came on like gangbusters. Crime Club Six Shooter sited on the radio range from the movie star James Stewart on September 20, 1953 through June 24, 1954, to The Poncet, Texas Planesman who is stranded through the Western regions, still left behind a trail of missed condens. This sitcom was first aired from 1944-1949,
as an alternative series of summer stochastor for Eddie Contour's show. After signing jimmy as a regular, Young made his show run with Thomas as a sponsor. Today he spoke to Mr. Ed Horse, who is known as the TV's Wilber Post. The CBS Radio Workshop was broadcast through January 27, 1956 September 22, 1957 and was the
highlight of the Columbia Workshop from the 1930s and 1940s. The CBS workshop regularly features the work of the world's greatest writers. Which includes Ray Bradaburi, Archebald McClash, William Sarvian, Lord Dinu and Ambrose Bierce. George Crew e-stars Bob Bailey, who plays George Valentine, a detective whose cases came
from the newspaper. Pull back the curtains for the second evening of the world of faith. This dramatic human-rights series ran for a year from July 1946-September 1947. The screen director's playhouse highlighted the similarity of famous films and invited the screen director to introduce and highlight his work. After each show, the director
and stars gathered around the microphone for Remanaska about the original making of the film. The whole drama of life is written in the sand of time. William Conard's story of Ibnita Keati and Elliot Trudo Lewis, the aerwaas' most distinguished actress couple. The watch was produced and directed by William Swarof of radio's legendary
series The Living. It aired on ABC from November 3, 1946-May 23, 1948. Dr. Christian Leslie Charteris' famous character first came to the radio on January 6, 1945 with Ed Grealen interrupted the creation of Simon Templar. Robin Wood of Modern Crime returned to the Aravian son with Vincent Price in the title role in a short live CBS
summer series on July 9, 1947. Price returned to the role in 1949 and became the most remembered Simon Templar of radio. You really told the story of the freelance insurance investigation with the johnny dollar action pack expenses account. Radio's last great spy series, You Really, Johnny Dollar ended its run on September 30, 1962
during the last week of the network radio drama. This series is one of the few modern series included by radio classics. Created by author Jim French, Harry Neil first came to radio in 1976 and adapted into the late '90s as part of the Production of the Fantasy Theater. Harry Neil, former Chicago police detective, was paid by Phil Harper
for over 20 years. Lux Radio Theater attracted Hollywood's top stars by a radio's most popular series and was a royal budget ary. Lux Radio Theater began in 1934 featuring the drama from Broadway, but there was not enough material to support the show. In an attempt to restore the fossil rating, the show was moved to Hollywood in
1936, where there was plenty of material and material. The FBI was a communist for the FBI in peace and war-- I walk alone. The 1952 Sandacated Series Star-Struck Dana Real life secret agent Matt Cvetic, whose title book is a radio series and a Hollywood movie for the pre-season. Growing out of the Maccarthy-era communist
sanvibarm, the Cold War drama presented the Same Nazi spy in the same stereotype during the propaganda programmes during the World War I. The character of Henry Aldrich was introduced in the 1937 game of The Crawford Snar, What's Life. Aza Stone started the role of America's favorite young man on Broadway and served on
radio for almost a decade. After joining the short sketches on various shows, the Aldrich family discussed july as the summer of The Bene 2, 1939. In this regard, the amount of time that nbc time dysentery on October 10, 1939 and continued until April 19, 1953. Stone received his draft notice in the summer of 1941 but continued as Henry
for the next season. Norman replaced stone the following season, followed by Daki Jones and Raymond Ives. After completing his military service in 1945, Stone returned to the role that had started and as in the early 1950s when Bobby Ellis played on both radio and television. Science Fiction Humanity Series on interactive radio
networks. It was the first of its kind for adults, the pradatang historical NBC series The Dimensions X. offers The Haa Arden of Miss Connie Brooks, an overworked and 10th grade English teacher at Madison High School. Our Miss Brooks ordered this radio classroom to start on 19 July 1948. The final bell rings for our Miss Brooks on July
7, 1957. Philip Pavlova was stared as editor of edward G. Robinson's Crosadong newspaper from 19 October 1937 through July 2, 1942. Hollywood great was happy to play a fictional role in his many film Gangster Freda opposite. At its height was the highest rated drama of big city radio and was simply ahit by the Jack Benny program in
the ratings. When Edward G. Robinson was released in 1942, the series was canceled, but later that year Edward Paulie (and later Walter Graaza) was revived as Wilson and Fran Karlon as Lorelia. The restored Big Town was broadcast from October 5, 1943 to June 25, 1952. This excellent Western series, produced by Antony Ellis,
aired for several months on CBS in 1958. British reporter J.B. Kendall as John Dehner, who traveled to the Wild West in search of adventure stories. The versatile radio stars such as Virginia, Greg, Josep Kearns, Stacy Harris and more were prominent throughout. The command performance was broadcast on the Armed Forces Radio
Network between 1942 and 1949, which means that it was transferred to American troops overseas. Although the California-born soldiers sent requests and ideas for artists, music and sketches from abroad. The show includes the biggest stars of the day like Bob Hope, Bang Crosby, Jack Benny, Judy Malla and more. The application is
called The Performance of The Spanoff, which has been a series of broadcasts from 1945-46. As a summer alternative series on NBC, the show only broadcasts a handful of episodes from July to September 1951. The title character, also known as Philip Goult, can speak only in the resources after a football injury. He is pulled out of
society and involved in an underground crime sandigate-but after miraculous surgery to restore his voice, he becomes a double agent in the hope of destroying the sandigate from within. Carlton G. Young played the movie, along with daughter Joe Gwalt's girlfriend and the only other person who knows about his double identity. Jack
Fleshgan Casey was first introduced in March 1934 to the Black Mask issue, the classic Goda Fiction magazine. The god Wasth was created by George Harmon Coxe, which was later collected in six books, published in dozens of stories in black masks. Flashgan Casey came to radio on July 7, 1943, as a CBS-based series. This series
was named Casey, press the photographer in 1944 and on September 12, 1945, Casey became a crime photographer. Bad Abbott and Luke Costello showed their radio as a replacement for CBS' Kate Smith for Hollywood's theme Heni Youngman. The former comedian resumed and saved the classic comedy sketch of Vaodiwalli in his
films and radio and television series. The Abbott and Costello show was broadcast as a substitute for Fred Allen as a 1940 summer and later through October 8, 1942, on 29th, 1949. This Horror series mostly contains more of the legendary stories from great stars like Ed Grealen Allen-Graylon Poe and Robert Lewis Steven Sun. It aired
for two seasons from 1943-1945, first on nbc's Red Network. The Academy Awards Theater was a half-hour dramatic human-rights series for which the films were nominated for radio adaptations or won Academy Awards. The show was a success with critics and audiencea alike, it went off air after just nine months and 39 episodes. John
Steinbeck recognized Fred Allen as a wonderful example of our time, a wonderful display of attitude and morality. Following in the footsteps of Rogers, Fred resumed political comedy on the radio. Fred introduced his classic Allen Street section on December 13, 1942. Based on the popular characters produced by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
the adventures of Mr. Holmes began on the coast-to-coast CBS radio in 1930. The adventures of Sharlock Holmes were moved to the interactive broadcasting network and were forced to rely on the invention of new adventures, to run out of the doyle stories to adopt the series. Candy Matson had a hard-nosed private eye too handsome
to be handsome. The show, based in San Francisco, was from 1941 to 1942. Ibnit Natalie Masters. These awesome 15 minute stories always end with one- Estimated-unexpected turn. Barry Sullivan, Virginia Greg, and Loreni Tutley appeared in this sandacated series in 1948. Ronald Colman and wife Benita Home were known as Jack
Benny's ever-sick, next-door neighbors. However, in January 1950, he left to start his show. Ronald Todinter Hall in A-Town, Usa City. Benita was wife Of Wiki, the former Victoria Cromwell English Theatre. The stylish college president was brought down to the ground by the live former actress who happily re-enacted as the star-loving.
Together, Hall handled the students as well as the director along with the board with the modern flow. Jim wrote this modern adaptation of the most famous detective of the oscar as part of the French fantasy theater production. This drama was produced and broadcast in the '00s. John Patrick Lowery plays Holmes and Lawrence Watson
reflecting Albert. This Magic Star show on the multi-broadcasting system from 1948-1949. Harry Blackont as Ed Jerome, a skilled magician told his stories and escape in flashbacks. At the end of each episode, Blackont will perform a new magic trick to practice in the home of his child's audience. Ted Overborn and Fran Carlon also
starred as Blackon's friends John and Rhonda. Green Hornet debate at Detroit station on January 31, 1936. The green hornet was served by his walled Kato and by a super-charged roadster, black beauty. Al-Hoj presented Green Hornet during the series' first seven seasons, followed by Don Bessa, Robert Hall and Jack McCarthy. The
show was on radio on December 5, 1952. The Gallery of The Dj scame to the Interactive Network on 27 September 1945 with Dick Paul,A private detective who is always finishing every week and spends his dream time in a conversation with his Ocatan himself. This series was restored as a 1947 summer season with Barry Sullivan and
returned in 1950 to two seasons of the original Boston Black and Sun for chester morris. This series of the series was broadcast on march-September 1945. Philip Clark, the keeper of the Cookbook, who told the horror stories of black magic, unlike the witch's story or the Cave of The Ecantos, broadcast this folk fantasy series on the
interactive broadcast system from 1944-1945. The 15-minute show can be considered a light version of the mysterious traveler as it also shared Marius Turplan and a writer. Women and gentlemen, the story you are about to hear is true. Only the name has been changed to protect the innocent... One of the most popular police dramas in
the history of broadcasting, Dragnet aired on NBC Radio from June 10, 1949, through February 7, 1957, and on television. And 1967-72. Dragnet introduced a new era of documentary reality. Comedy/Variety Show Ibnitdean Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis. Frank Lovejoy is heard as the horn-stone lucky, a Harbly reporter who covers the
night's defeat for the Chicago Star. The hornstone is looking for the streets and streets behind Chicago, crime and human interest stories. The Wafa defeated the night on February 6, 1950 and ran away until September 25, 1952. Rocky's fate was broadcast on NBC with Frank Sinatra Ibnita on October 6, 1953, March 30, 1954, with the
fotolowsi and fancy free young sheriff whose fate was Rocky as his name. During the low point in sinatra's career, the unsponsored Lord series was broadcast and was aired for only 26 weeks. The third man was an adventure series character produced by Harry Chone, author Graham Green as Ibnit ausson Wells. It was first aired on the
BBC in 1951 and then was broadcast for American Radio in 1952. Ford Theater Allen stars as a second vacation, a fiction writer and retired reporter with a taste for adventure. The show was also produced by Alan Ladd's company, The Mefair Productions. Silya Chinanda presented Suzy, his Scatterbrain office manager. Frank Rees is an
attorney whose life is full of intrigue after the war. The Adventure series aired from 1949 to 1950. Ibnit Tom Collins and then Paul Dubao. Black concept began with Oklahoma City Studios and ran through November 14, 1941, June 19, 1942. The last 25 episodes of the series were broadcast on nbc network. Chip was one of the most
classic series of radio, created and written by Willis Cooper, the talented writer/director who created the radio's legendary light in 1934 and the interview was the son of the 1939 Horror movie Franconistan. Ernest Chappal l'Aint told the stories in a quiet, stoic head. Quiet please broadcast on The Aarvaas from June 8, 1947 to September
13, 1948 and more than ABC on September 25, 1948. These stories, written by the CBS series, go from Norman to radio. Radio.
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